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Background: In a previous article using population-level data, an a priori number-needed-to-decrease (NND)Abstract
analysis was conducted to determine if there is potential opportunity in a given population for a disease
management program to achieve financial effectiveness. Critics of that study have suggested that analysis at the
entire population level does not account for differential enrollment trends. They also contend that reviewing
disease-only hospitalization data disregards changes in acute utilization for comorbidities of the primary
condition. This article responds to these two criticisms by critically examining the hypothesis that evaluating a
specific diseased cohort elicits more reasonable projections of the financial effectiveness of a disease manage-
ment program than when the analysis is conducted at the population level. To do this, this article reports the
results of an a priori NND analysis of hospitalizations conducted on a diabetes mellitus cohort.

Methods: An NND analysis was conducted on a diabetes cohort that was identified in a health plan population
using Health Plan Employer Data and Information Set (HEDIS) criteria. Hospitalizations were categorized in
three groups: diabetes-only; diabetes plus comorbid conditions; and diabetes plus comorbid conditions and
diagnoses possibly associated with diabetes.

Results: To cover fees alone, it is estimated that a disease management program would have to reduce
diabetes-only hospitalizations by 74%; hospitalizations for diabetes and comorbid conditions by 39%; or
hospitalizations for diabetes, comorbid conditions, and diagnoses possibly associated with diabetes by 26%.

Conclusions: The findings of the present study indicate that when performing the NND analysis at the cohort
level as opposed to at the population level, even more stringent levels of performance are required to break even.
Given that program fees is the only variable that can truly be manipulated a priori by the disease management
program under the current model to improve the likelihood of achieving economic effectiveness, alternative
approaches to this dilemma are discussed.

Background developed to estimate the number of condition-specific hospital

discharges and/or emergency department visits that must be re-
In a recent article,[1] the author introduced an a priori approach

duced in order to achieve various levels of return on investment in
to assessing whether sufficient opportunity exists for a disease

a given program year. In this paper, the NND analysis is analogousmanagement program to demonstrate financial effectiveness; in
to the concept of the ‘number needed to treat,’ which is used inother words, performing an analysis before the implementation of

a program. A number-needed-to-decrease (NND) analysis was research to assess the effect of treatment in terms of the number of
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patients needed to be treated with a particular therapy to prevent The author maintains that reviewing data at the population-
wide level allows for a more direct application to industry prac-one adverse event.
tices. In addition, there is currently little, if any, supporting evi- The model was premised on hospital inpatient data, at the US
dence in the health services literature regarding either of these twopopulation level, on four chronic conditions typically managed in
concerns. However, this article reports the results of the suggesteddisease management: asthma, acute myocardial infarction, con-
a priori NND analysis conducted at the disease level, specificallygestive heart failure, and diabetes mellitus. As inpatient utilization
focusing on a diabetic cohort. Diabetes is a condition particularlyrepresents the single largest health expenditure (30% in 2004),[2] it
suited to this evaluation in that it represents the sixth leading causeis logical to focus on reducing hospitalizations as a means of
of death in the US; it contributes to numerous comorbid conditionsachieving large cost savings. Similarly, as approximately 14% of
such as heart disease, stroke, blindness, kidney disease, nervousemergency department visits result in hospital admission,[3] it is
system damage, lower extremity amputations, periodontal disease,reasonable to target emergency department utilization as well.
and complications with pregnancy;[9] and it presents significantMoreover, disease management programs have been unable to
opportunity for disease management because inpatient utilizationconsistently control financially-related outcomes beyond hospital
accounts for 43.9% of total diabetes expenditures[10] (comparedadmissions and emergency department visits.[4] This result is not
with 30% of national expenditures for inpatient utilization in allsurprising, as physician encounters and pharmacy utilization are
conditions).[2]

both likely to increase as a result of a successful disease manage-
ment interventions based on evidence-based practice guidelines.[4]

Considerations for Conducting Analysis of a Using a detailed set of assumptions, the results of the NND
Diseased Cohortanalysis in that article suggested that a disease management pro-

gram would have to reduce disease-specific hospitalizations by
One important consideration to address before conducting an

10–30% in a given year to cover program fees alone.[1] The
analysis of a diseased cohort as compared with the total population

significance of this outcome generated considerable reaction in the
is the challenge of accurate identification of patients with the

disease management community.[5]

disease, which is subsequently needed to determine their utiliza-
The current study serves as an extension of that initial article tion rates. Historically, nearly all disease management programs

and is intended to address the two major issues raised in its have relied on claims analysis as the primary source of identifica-
aftermath. The first concern was directed at the author’s decision tion. The level of sophistication in this process ranges from the use
to analyze hospitalization rates at the total population level as of a single diagnosis code to quite complex statistical algorithms to
opposed to limiting the analysis to the diseased cohort only.[6]

detect the specific disease or condition. Not only do the methods
Critics have argued that in approaching the analysis in this way, vary between disease management programs, but access to the
many of the attributes specific to the diseased cohort may be identification protocol by outside parties is usually restricted. Thus
overlooked. For example, enrollment and/or disenrollment from an independent assessment of model performance cannot be con-
the diseased group may change differentially from that of the ducted.[11] That said, one widely accepted identification methodol-
entire population over the year, possibly leading to variations in ogy available for most chronic illnesses is the Health Plan Em-
case-mix and utilization patterns. Thus, it is feared that analysis at ployer Data and Information Set (HEDIS).[12] With little or no
the entire population level will underestimate economic outcomes. modification, most disease management programs can readily
In contrast, an argument can be made that limiting the focus to the adopt these criteria for immediate use in their populations. In any
disease-specific cohort may be more reflective of actual events.[3]

event, a standard identification methodology must be established
before any analysis at the disease-specific cohort level can beThe second concern was regarding the restriction of the au-
generalized across people, settings, treatments, or outcomes.[13]thor’s measurement of hospital utilization to the primary condition

of the specific diseases under study. The concern was that use of Another factor that must be considered at the diseased cohort
such narrowly defined criteria will understate the program impact level more than at the population level is the determination of
by disregarding changes in acute utilization for comorbidities of appropriate diagnosis criteria for measuring hospitalizations.
the primary condition; i.e. it doesn’t take into account the full Counting only disease-specific hospitalizations is the most
impact that the disease management program may have on straightforward technique but may understate the true disease
comorbid or other conditions during that same period.[3,7,8] management program impact. Counting hospitalizations for
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comorbid conditions may provide better estimates of program management program fees for a given managed population or
outcomes but can only be tracked once individuals with the disease cohort. Hospitalization rates for the year are then standardized to
under study are accurately identified. Finally, counting all hospi- the population size (typically 10 000 or 100 000 persons). Equa-
talizations, regardless of clinical association with the primary tion 1 demonstrates the calculation used to determine the break-
disease, will greatly overstate the effectiveness of the disease even point for a disease management program (equation 1):
management program since many hospitalizations are not related
to the primary condition.

NND to break even =   
vendor fees

cost per hospitalization
In this article, we critically examine the hypothesis that evaluat- (Eq. 1)

ing a specific diseased cohort elicits more reasonable projections where vendor fees are calculated as (monthly fees × 12 months ×
of the financial effectiveness of a disease management program 10 000 population) and cost per hospitalization is calculated as
than when the analysis is conducted at the population level. It (average cost per hospital day × average length of stay). The
should be stressed that this method should be conducted prior to average cost per hospital day and average length of stay were
the implementation of a disease management program (rather than derived from the claims data.
as a post-hoc assessment) to determine whether the opportunity Equation 2 demonstrates the calculation used to establish the
exists and whether the program is financially viable. percent reduction in hospitalizations from baseline in order to

break even (equation 2):
Methods

 Claims data from a medium-sized health plan were retrieved

NNDPercent reduction to break even =
hospitalizations per

10 000 patients
for the period between 2001 and 2004. HEDIS 2006 criteria[8]

(Eq. 2)
were used retrospectively to identify the enrollees in the health

where NND is the product of equation 1, and hospitalizations per
plan who had diabetes. These criteria are similar to those used in a

10 000 is the rate in the period(s) prior to program implementation.
study by Hux et al.,[14] which achieved a sensitivity of 0.86 and a

Thus, this equation estimates the percentage of hospitalizations
positive predictive value of 0.80, thus demonstrating it to be a

that must be cut from the current level in order to cover disease
valid identification algorithm for diabetes.

management program fees.
Approximately 5% of the health plan population was identified

as having diabetes (n = 12 430). Table I illustrates the basic demo- Results
graphic profile of this group. Approximately 78% of the diabetic
patients were found in the commercial insurance line of business, Table II presents a break-even NND analysis for this specific
followed by 14% in Medicare and 8% in Medicaid. Commercial diabetes cohort under three separate scenarios, grouping hospital-
and Medicaid members with diabetes were comparable in terms of izations for (i) diabetes only; (ii) diabetes plus known comorbid
average age, sex, and median number of months enrolled in the conditions; or (iii) diabetes plus known comorbid conditions plus
health plan. As expected, the Medicare group was older, included additional diagnoses possibly associated with diabetes. A total of
more women, and had fewer months of tenure in the health plan 1150 primary diagnosis codes for the hospital claims of the cohort
than the other two groups. were independently evaluated by an expert in this medical special-

 An a priori NND analysis is constructed using the assumptions ty (the second author) and categorized into the three groupings.
based on current hospital stay costs per day and estimated disease These diagnoses were then cross-referenced to a comprehensive

Table I. Characteristics of patients with diabetes mellitus enrolled in a medium-sized health plan between 2001 and 2004

Characteristic Insurance type Totals

commercial Medicare Medicaid

Number of patients (%) 9670 (77.8) 1765 (14.2) 995 (8.0) 12 430 (100)

Mean age [years] (95% CI) 48.9 (48.7, 49.1) 73.1 (72.6, 73.5) 46.5 (45.6, 47.4) 52.2 (51.9, 52.4)

Percentage of females (95% CI) 59.8 (58.6, 60.9) 66.0 (63.4, 68.6) 60.3 (56.7, 63.9) 60.7 (59.6, 61.7)

Median number of months enrolled in health plan (95% CI) 25.0 (23.0, 26.0) 20.0 (18.0, 23.0) 27.0 (22.1, 31.0) 24.0 (23.0, 25.0)

CI = confidence interval.
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Table II. Break-even pointa for a diabetes mellitus disease management program based on data analysis of patients with diabetes who were enrolled in a

medium-sized health plan between 2001 and 2004 (n = 12 430)

 Assumptions  Hospitalizations

 diabetes only  diabetes + comorbidites diabetes + comorbidities +

possibly associated diagnoses

 Hospitalizations per 10 000 diabetic patients  377  658 1018

 Average length of stay (days)  4.3  4.7 4.5

 Hospital days per 10 000 diabetic patients  1621  3093 4581

 Cost per hospital day ($US)  2000  2000 2000

 Cost per hospitalization ($US)  8600  9400 9000

 Total costs per 10 000 diabetic patients ($US)  3 242 200  6 185 200 9 162 000

 Program fees ($US)b  20  20 20

 Total program fees per 10 000 diabetic patients ($US)  2 400 000  2 400 000 2 400 000

 NND to break even  279  255 267

a Break-even point indicates that program fees are equal to current hospital costs.

b Program fees are per eligible diseased member per month (estimates provided by Disease Management Purchasing Consortium).

NND = number (of hospitalizations) needed to decrease in 1 year from the current year’s level.

list of chronic conditions of diabetes presented in the appendix of have to reduce the number of admissions each year by 279 in order
the American Diabetes Association publication on the economic to break even.
costs of diabetes in the US.[10]

Equation 4 demonstrates the calculation used to establish the
The NND analysis was constructed using assumptions derived percent reduction in hospitalizations from baseline in order to

from various sources: (i) the average length of stay and hospitali- break even (equation 4):
zation rates were derived from the claims analysis; (ii) an average
cost per hospital day in a medical/surgical ward was set at
$US2000; and (iii) disease management program fees for a diabe-
tes cohort were provided by the Disease Management Purchasing
Consortium ($US20 per eligible diseased member per month
[PEDMPM]) [personal communication from Alfred Lewis of the
Disease Management Purchasing Consortium; June 10, 2006].

= 

Percent reduction to break even = NND

hospitalizations per

279

377

= 74%

10 000 patients

Equation 3 demonstrates the calculation used to determine the
break-even point for a disease management program when diabe- (Eq. 4)
tes-only hospitalizations are measured (equation 3): where NND is the product of equation 3, and hospitalizations per

10 000 diabetic patients is the rate in the period(s) prior to program

implementation. Thus, using the diabetes-only criteria, the disease

management program would have to cut hospitalizations by 74%

from the current level in order to cover fees.

Using these same equations for hospitalizations for diabetes

 

= 
$US2 400 000 

$US8 600 

 

= 279 

NND to break even = vendor fees

cost per hospitalization

plus comorbid conditions, a reduction of 255 hospitalizations (a(Eq. 3)
39% decrease) is needed to break even. As further illustrated in

where vendor fees are calculated as $20 PEDMPM × 12
table II, even when all possible diabetes-related hospitalizationsmonths × 10 000 population and cost per hospitalization is calcu-
are included in the analysis, a 26% reduction from the current levellated as $US2000 per hospital day × 4.3 days (average length of
must be achieved in order for the disease management program tostay, as presented in table II). Thus, using the diabetes-only
break even on their fees.hospitalization criteria, the disease management program would
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Discussion cost-effective ones and changing the way in which disease man-
agement demonstrates its value to clients.

Technological advances in healthcare may offer basic or sup- The concept of performing an NND analysis prior to program
plemental services to a disease management population in a moreimplementation is meant to provide both the supplier and the
cost-effective manner than is being delivered today. Integratedconsumer of disease management services with an idea of what
voice recognition and Internet-based software programs can re-lowered levels of acute utilization must be attained in order to
place costly human resources while allowing for services to bebreak even on fees. With this information at hand, both parties can
expanded to a much larger population. Similarly, the use of remotethen enter the partnership with a reasonable expectation of what
physiological monitoring in a high-risk group of participants willtargets need to be reached.
alert the disease management program when a clinical indicator is

In the previous study,[1] the a priori NND analysis was conduct-
triggered, enabling the clinical team to provide an immediate

ed at the population level and produced results suggesting that a
intervention before the condition escalates to become an adverse

disease management program would have to reduce hospitaliza-
health event. Another intervention strategy becoming increasingly

tions for chronic disease by 10–30% to cover program fees alone.
popular in disease management is motivational interviewing-

Based on responses to that article, this article presents the results
based health coaching, which has been shown to be a cost-

of an a priori analysis in which alternative assumptions to those
effective technique in getting participants to change health-related

used in the initial paper were explored. Here, the NND analysis
behaviors.[15]

was limited to a diabetes cohort (to address a specific diseased
 If the NND analysis ultimately shows that a program may not

cohort as opposed to a population) while hospitalizations were
be able to show a financial return on investment based on a

expanded to include comorbid conditions as well as hospitaliza-
reduction of short-term acute utilization, disease management

tions for diagnoses that may possibly be associated with diabetes
programs may have to consider alternative measures of economic

(to address the possibility that a disease management intervention
effectiveness. These include (i) cost-effectiveness analysis in

may have a ‘spill-over effect’ on comorbid conditions).
which program effectiveness is measured in quality-adjusted life-

Given this set of assumptions, the findings from the present years gained;[16] (ii) period-over-period changes in health status as
study would suggest that even more stringent levels of perform- measured by the Short-Form 12 (SF-12), which has been shown to
ance by disease management would be expected than those predict medical expenditures;[17] and (iii) changes in patient self-
presented in the initial article. Even when all hospitalizations for efficacy, which has been shown to correlate with healthcare utili-
comorbid conditions plus those possibly associated with diabetes zation (office visits, emergency department visits, and number and
are included, the disease management program would still have to length of hospital stays).[18] As illustrated in this paper, the struc-
achieve a 26% reduction in acute stays to break even on fees. It can ture of the NND design is intended to provide an estimate for the
therefore be concluded that no additional information is provided first program year only. We would expect that each additional
(i) by evaluating utilization in a disease-specific cohort as opposed program period will decrease acute admissions beyond that estab-
to measuring utilization rates at the population level; and (ii) by lished in the first year, and thus the cumulative effect will be
expanding the admitting diagnoses to include comorbid or even heightened. The NND analysis can easily be expanded to include
possibly associated conditions. Given these results, the likelihood future periods; however, estimates will most likely be less precise.
of a disease management program achieving a 4 : 1, or even 2 : 1, The data used herein were comprehensive and incorporated a
return on investment seems remote at best. wide range of ages and the main lines of business of any health

plan. However, the results of the current study may not be general-As indicated by equation 1, program fees is the only variable
izable to other populations or settings. Thus, an NND analysisthat can truly be manipulated a priori by the disease management
must be conducted using data from a specific setting beforeprogram to improve the likelihood of achieving economic effec-
implementing a disease management program in that population.tiveness. This topic is a sensitive one for an industry that has high

administrative costs as a function of its prevailing business model.
High-salaried professionals such as doctors, nurses, dietitians, Conclusions
social workers, and pharmacists make up the clinical team that
provides services to participants. Alternative approaches to this The findings of the present study indicate that in performing an
dilemma would include changing the service offerings to more a priori NND analysis at the diseased cohort level to determine the
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